MyConsultQ Propels KSB Hospital to “Most Wired” Recognition for Two
Years Running
Hospitals & Health Networks magazine study measures the level of IT adoption at hospitals
across the country.
Through a unique IS outsourcing agreement with MyConsultQ, Katherine Shaw Bethea Hospital (KSB), Dixon,
IL, has for the second consecutive year achieved designation in the Most Wired – Small and Rural category by
Hospitals & Health Networks magazine. The industry standard benchmark study, which is developed in
cooperation with the American Hospital Association, measures the level of IT adoption in U.S. hospitals based
on an analysis of survey responses from healthcare organizations across the country.
The ongoing ability to achieve this recognition illustrates how MyConsultQ, an on demand marketplace that is
bringing the gig economy to healthcare consulting, empowered KSB to continually optimize technology and
move toward its strategic goals.
MyConsultQ makes it possible to access the specialized experience and knowledge needed to cost effectively
manage day-to-day IS operations; fully staff IS departments capable of supporting a wide array of clinical and
financial applications; provide help-desk services to front-line technology users; and leverage just-in-time
specialized skill sets that are required to reach various goals. Instead of wading through traditional recruiting,
training, hiring and retention processes – which are notoriously time and labor intensive – KSB has been able to
efficiently and effectively access expert resources at rates that fit within limited healthcare IS budgets.
“By working with MyConsultQ, KSB has not only enabled physicians, nurses, and the entire care team to view
and interact with the patient chart from any location, but to also move beyond simply accessing data and toward
turning this information into the actionable knowledge that improves clinical care, provides regulatory
reporting, and enables comparative performance analysis. Projects such as eICU, charge analysis, outsourced
coding, provision of extracts to external benchmarking companies, and integration with a variety of external
sources are quickly and easily staffed via the MyConsultQ workforce marketplace,” said Robecca Quammen,
DBA, CEO of MyConsultQ.
About MyConsultQ
MyConsultQ is an on demand marketplace that is transforming how healthcare organizations best leverage
talent and how healthcare resources advance their careers. MyConsultQ is applying the forward-thinking
principles associated with the on demand economy to the healthcare industry and is empowering organizations
and independent consultants to succeed like never. For more information on MyConsultQ, go to
www.MyConsultQ.com or call 407.539.2015.
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